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Abstract- SOA is becoming important for Business Process 

Management and Enterprises. Now SOA is widely used by 

Enterprises as it provides seamless environment, flexibility, 

interoperability, but at the same time security should also 

consider because the basic SOA framework doesn’t possess 

any security. It depends upon the respective proprietor for 

security [1]. In recent times many research work had done for 

SOA security. Researchers have also proposed various 

frameworks  and  models such as FIX [2], SAVT [3] which 

tries a lot, but cannot  achieve any landmark as they are based 

on XML schema.This proposed novel work contains an inbuilt 

security module which was based on PKI. At the same time 

this model will intact the flexibility and interoperability as the 

security module is embedded by analyzing the nature of 

WSDL, UDDI, SOAP and XML. These protocols are also 

compatible with PKI. Proposed Model was implemented in the 

asp.net environment then experimental results are compared 

with other security methods such as data mining based web 

security and automata based web security. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Interoperability [4] is defined as “the ability of two or more 

systems or components to exchange information and to use the 

information that has been exchanged”. Nowadays Service 

Oriented Architectures (SOA) not only deployed in a wide 

variety of organizations including software development 

companies but also in companies in which business is based on 

Information Technologies infrastructures. SOA allows 

interoperability among stakeholders in order to improve their 

chain value and to provide better services to a wider range of 

customers. Therefore organizations are enriching and 

improving their systems with new functionalities. In several 

cases this situation implies to set aside non functional aspects. 

The basic web services architecture [8] consists of 

specifications (SOAP, WSDL and UDDI) that support the 

interaction of a web service requester with a web service 

provider and its potential discovery. The provider typically 

publishes a WSDL description of its web service and the 

requester's accesses description using a UDDI or other type of 

registry and requests the execution of the provider's service by 

sending a SOAP message to it. The basic web services 

standards are good for some SOA based applications but not 

adequate for many others. Publish (WSDL) [5] web services 

provide an interface of its functionalities through the use of 

web services description language. WSDL is an XML 

document designed according to standards specified by the 

W3C that describes exactly how a specific web service works. 

However the WSDL document is much more than mere 

instruction manual on how to use the web service that it 

describes. Web services development software can process the 

WSDL document and generate the SOAP messages 

automatically because of the capabilities of WSDL web 

services are very powerful concept and it is widely known as 

self-describing software elements. Find [5] Universal 

Discovery, Description and Integration (UDDI) directory as the 

general standard used as a registry of web services that are 

available for use in a particular network. It would tell us where 

to find that service, also to examine the WSDL document. A 

UDDI registry is a central concept as one shift to a model that 

assumes a distributed, loosely coupled set of web services. The 

consumable services could be anywhere at any given moment 

and in fact the same function may be performed by a different 

service depending on changing criteria such as availability or 

price. The magic of web services is that they are located at 

addresses to which any computer can connect. The web 

service’s URL is the basis for its universality and network 

transparency. 

 

The SOAP [6] specification provides standards for the format 

of a SOAP message and how SOAP should be used over 

HTTP. SOAP has created to provide help that means to 

transport XML documents from one computer to another. 

SOAP can be used with a number of standard transport 

protocols. SOAP is built using XML and it is used to call 

exposed methods of the web service which describe how the 

data being passed to those methods in structured. If the client 

passes the web service a correctly formatted SOAP document 

as a web service request effectively calling a method the web 

service will return another SOAP document containing a 

response. A SOAP message consists of three parts an envelope, 

header and body. The SOAP envelope is used to store the 

XML message. This envelope is acting as a container to hold 

XML information contained. The envelope consists of two 

main parts the SOAP header and the SOAP body of the 

message. SOAP header can be used as a container for 

additional information about the SOAP message for example 

security credentials or message authentication information like 

message hash values. This information is then used to manage 

or to help secure the package. SOAP body contains the XML 

message content. The body can contain information about the 

web service method that's going to execute in a request. In a 

request the body would contain information about the method’s 

parameters the data types they expect as well as the value that 

will be passed into those parameters. In a response the body of 

the SOAP message would contain the information on the data 

type that is being returned as well as the actual returned value. 

 

The SOA security [7] paradigm provides a vast amount of 

flexibility in the way complex software systems are 

implemented. Especially in terms of an enterprise SOA 

compatibility and usability of services are the important 

concepts enabling the mapping of capabilities exposed as 

services to abstract activities in complex business processes 
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that can be rearranged in an easy way at any time. Furthermore 

the cooperation with business partners demands the utilization 

of capabilities across organizational boundaries. The 

involvement of independent trust domains constitutes the key 

aspect regarding security in service-oriented architectures. 

Collaborations requiring the integration of foreign services 

represent a considerable security threat. The important issues 

are how security can be assured in such an unsteady 

environment while preserving scalability and flexibility. In 

traditional software systems authentication and authorization 

are performed in a relatively fixed manner with a dedicated 

registration and authentication process which was chosen at the 

time of design. This is not the case with SOA anymore. The 

exchange of simple security credentials is insufficient when 

multiple trust domains are involved. Each domain may have a 

different understanding of security attributes (such as business 

rules) may support different security mechanisms and may 

require different information for access control. In addition 

users may have multiple accounts registered with different 

service providers.In [8, 9] the years since the development of 

the early internet protocols organizations such as the IETF and 

W3C had worked hard to establish standards and improve 

interoperability. Historically the problem has been about how 

to move data from one place to another however with more 

systems becoming interconnected that has become less of a 

problem. The current strategy laid out by the DoD (CIO) 

indicates that future solutions must be data-centric not 

communication-centric. Now the other important problem 

associated with SOA security is that vendors have to  take care 

of security by its own SOA doesn’t have any inbuilt security. 

 

II. PREVIOUS WORKS 

 

In the literature of SOA security so many researchers had done 

research some are as follows. SAVT [3] framework consists of 

four parts Parsing/Model generation, analysis, report model 

and presentation. One execution of the SAVT framework can 

involve the analysis of multiple platform configuration files 

thereby allowing the detection of interactions between 

platforms. Each configuration file under investigation is parsed 

and modeled. Particular model entities are naturally platform-

dependent for example WAS has no structure corresponding to 

data power rules and data power devices have nothing 

corresponding to WAS nodes. However non-platform-specific 

computation can be performed upon all models. For example in 

every platform it is common for one entity to affect or depend 

upon another, transitive closures of this dependency 

relationship can be performed upon all models. As inspection 

of the input configurations proceeds, a platform-independent 

report structure is built-up.ISOAS [4] is an eclipse plug-in for 

defining and specifying security policies independently from 

the application server used by stakeholders. Sketchily it 

contains the meta model for modeling QoS services processes 

and information and an implementation of the 

transformations.FIX [2] model proposes a related 

nomenclature to facilitate analysis, modeling, planning, 

discussion and deployment of XML-based security systems. 

This nomenclature includes FIX, FIX point and FIX list. The 

acronym “FIX” may be used as a verb including “to FIX” 

which means “filter and inspect XML”. The term FIX point is 

used in the abstract as a location in a network topology where 

there is a need to FIX. Concretely hardware appliances, 

modules or software subsystems may be deployed to instantiate 

FIX points in such locations. 

 

An interactive SOA security model based on automata [10] 

service oriented architecture is a new approach for all 

electronic devices and applications such as e-payment systems. 

The statelessness of the basic service architecture model is 

based on four principles they are loose coupling, abstraction, 

autonomy and security. Statelessness eliminates a lot of 

benefits in service providing. The purpose of this model is to 

propose a new extended solution for e-applications to 

communicate simpler while session management is being done 

by server helps the client to have better development and 

interaction.Data mining to enhance security for SOA [11] 

service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an architectural 

paradigm for developing distributed applications so that their 

design is structured on loosely coupled services such as web 

services. One of the most significant difficulties with 

developing SOA concerns its security challenges since the 

responsibilities of SOA security are based on both the servers 

and the clients. In recent years a lot of solutions have been 

implemented such as the web services security standards 

including WS-security and policy. However those standards 

are completely insufficient for the promising new generations 

of web applications such as web 2.0 and its upgraded edition 

web 3.0. In this an intelligent security service is use for SOA 

using data mining to predict the attacks that could arise with 

SOAP messages. Moreover this service will validate the new 

security policies before deploying them on the service provider 

side by testing the probability of their vulnerability. The main 

structure of the suggested process for SOA Security can be 

divided into smaller steps: 

1. The service consumer sends a SOAP message to request 

access to a service on the provider side. 

2. The authentication service on the provider side authenticates 

the service consumer and validates his/her credentials. 

3. The intelligent security service processes the incoming 

SOAP message request which is working in parallel with the 

authentication service to perform the following functions 

a) Parse the SOAP message. 

b) Store the security features of the SOAP message in a 

database and save the message attributes such as parsing time. 

c) Predict the attacks that might arise from the SOAP message 

by using the built mining model. 

d) Classify the service consumer based on the preceding 

available data. 

4. A report is generated for the service provider and a SOAP 

message response is forward to the consumer informing 

whether the consumer is allowed or denied. 

5. Finally the security administrator tests a new policy before 

deploying it as a valid security policy on the service provider 

side. 

 

Thus the main functionalities of the proposed security service 

include authenticating the service consumers parsing the 

incoming SOAP message requests storing the security 

components in a database predicting and blocking any potential 

attack that may harm the service provider side and validating 

and constructing a dynamic security policy using the proposed 

data mining model. Subsequently the security service design 

has the following configurations first the security service 

recognizes all the security tokens ranging from a simple 
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username/password token to a complex binary token such as 

X.509. Secondly it contains an internal SOAP parser to capture 

the incoming SOAP message requests and then to extract the 

message security features embedded inside of it. Thirdly the 

security features are stored in a database repository the security 

database (SDB) which is attached to the security service. The 

SDB consists of many tables targeted to save the security 

policies within the security features.  It is also designed to store 

the various attacks that have compromised the services in the 

past. Overall the SDB tests the mining models in order to 

distinguish the association rules that will make the security 

service capable of building a dynamic policy which achieves 

the lowest probability for exposure to attacks. Evaluation of 

SOA security metrics using attack graph [12] a proposal of risk 

assessment for Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) was 

given. This proposal is based on service availability metrics. 

The first metric represents a cost (extend of damage) when the 

service is not available and second represents probability when 

the service is available.  Attack graphs are also given for 

Foundations calculating probability by simulation it is a 

representation of actions that end in a state where an intruder 

achieved his/her goal. A model of intrusion detection system is 

also given. Metrics are a system of parameters or ways of 

quantitative and periodic assessment of a process that is to be 

measured along with the procedures to carry out such 

measurement and the procedures for the interpretation of the 

assessment in the light of previous or comparable assessments. 

Metrics are usually specialized in the subject area in which 

case they are valid only within a certain domain and cannot be 

directly benchmarked or interpreted outside it. Security metrics 

runs through many different recent publications and in several 

ongoing research projects (DESEREC, SERENITY and 

POSITIF). Some of them yet have been promoted to be 

standards by recognized institutions. However one commonly 

understood concise and widely acceptable definition of metrics 

remains unknown. One of the pressing issues is to create ones 

that especially apply to Service-oriented architecture. Metrics 

are used in business modelling, CMMI, IT Service 

Management, Information Security Management Maturity 

Model, balanced scorecard and knowledge management. These 

measurements or metrics can be used to track trends, 

productivity, resources and much more. Typical metrics 

tracked are key performance indicators and also known as 

KPIs. For example you would use metrics to understand how a 

company is performing compared to other companies within its 

industry. Most of scientists agree that there are at least two 

essential approaches in metrics creation. The first approach is 

the mathematical / formal and the second is pragmatic 

definition. The first approach is usually derived from the 

elemental measurements. Unfortunately both have their 

shortcomings some are represented by abstract values that 

cannot be checked against any requirements other too broad 

without a clear definition. It is a problem since there is no one 

generic metric definition especially when talking about the 

security of complex information systems organized in SOA. 

The main aim of this paper is to present a formal simulation 

model that could be applied for security metrics calculation in 

real or simulated environment. The other ways to represent 

intruder attacks are fault trees for example fault trees with time 

dependencies because of limited space and chosen aspects of 

the model.  

 

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL (SECSOA) WEB 

BASED SECURE SOA 

 

3(a) Proposed framework will use following model 

The proposed framework of web based secure SOA will fulfill 

the requirement of security as well as flexibility. In this 

framework various services are divided into three layers. Now 

security policy infrastructure will act as interpreter between IT 

services and Business services. 

  
 

3(b) PKI for encryption [13] provides a foundation for 

validating identity and message authenticity electronically 

through the use of trusted digital certificates. PKI is most 

commonly used to authenticate the digital identity of public e-

commerce servers which uses PKI as a general authentication 

and security technology.Manually entering credentials is not an 

option for web services where machine-to-machine interactions 

predominate. In fact the core set of web services security 

standards like XML encryption, XML Signature and WS-

security are all dependent on digital certificates on both the 

web service client and provider. Without a mutual certificate 

exchange and PKI-based trust relationship two machines have 

no provision to authenticate one another also ensure 

communication privacy, integrity and accountability. PKI is 

therefore an essential technology for securing web services. 

Provisioning and managing PKI is an overwhelming 

programming and administrative challenge. PKI requires the 

establishment of a root certificate authority (CA) , negotiation 

of key exchanges, distribution of certificates to machines, 

certificates registration with the CA, binding of certificates to 

machine identities, Lifecycle management of certificates from 

issuance to revocation, integration of certificates into a web 

service client and provider, programmed manipulation of the 

certificates into digital signatures and binding of those tokens 

to different parts of a SOAP message as required. This chain of 

operations represents a potentially huge burden on developers 

and security administrators.There are three requirements for 

effective PKI in web services first there must be a trusted 
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certificate authority that can validate the authenticity of a 

digital certificate to a consumer of that certificate. Secondly 

there is a requirement for easily generating and managing 

certificates on client applications. This is especially 

challenging in web services where clients are not operated by 

humans. In the last there is the challenge of exchanging 

security keys between a client and service. Current generation 

application platforms or development tools don’t address these 

PKI requirements on either the web service provider or on the 

client. 

 

3(c) Working mechanisms  
Basically PKI is one of the strongest security methods. In this 

model the SOA’s basic protocols were embedded as 

followsWSDL is the important standard which is mainly used 

for publishing of any SOA web service. The instance of CA 

(certificate authority) was called during binding module of 

WSDL. Binding module is responsible for the description of 

network protocol invocation and reference to the actual 

location. UDDI protocol is responsible for registries of web  

service registration. Here thread of RA (registration authority) 

was embedded. SOAP is a protocol of SOA web services 

which is responsible for binding this protocol play the most 

roles. It makes centralized communication among all other 

protocols, standards and PKI. It is mainly based on XML 

schema where SOAP header is modified as per the 

requirements. It greatly simplifies PKI operations and 

managements by exposing certificate authority functionality as 

SOAP services. The XML web services are based on the 

secure socket layer with the certificate information is stored in 

an ODBC database instead of the flat text file. This makes it 

suitable for large scale deployment.All PKI operations in a 

secure socket layer are engineered into a dynamically linked 

library which is thread-safe and supports multiple concurrent 

users.  The service generated private keys are encrypted using 

(data protection API). The services include a simple 

registration agent (RA) and it supports the following PKI 

operationsIssue operation generates a public /private key pair 

and signs a certificate signing request based on user provided 

information. It returns the signed certificate and the private 

key. Sign CSR operation signs a certificate signing request in 

predefined format and returns the signed certificate. Generate 

request operation creates a certificate signing request based on 

user provided information. Revoke operation invalidates 

previously issued certificates. Validate method validates a 

specified certificate and verifies CA trusts chains 

IV. RESULT AND COMPARISON 
 

 On the basis of result web based secure SOA using PKI   is better than other methods. Comparison of web based secure SOA 

using PKI had done with automata based web security and Data mining based web security. It is observed that PKI is better in 

the context of cost, memory usage, dependency, time, reliability and flexibility. Table of comparison is as follows: 

Parameters PKI Data Mining Automata 

Cost Minimum  Higher Moderate  

Memory Minimum  Higher  Moderate  

Dependency Minimum  Moderate  Higher  

Time Minimum Higher  Moderate  

Reliability Higher  Minimum  Moderate  

Implementation 

Complexity Minimum  Higher  Moderate  

Flexibility Higher  Minimum  Moderate  

V. CONCLUSION  

 

The SOA security is one of most typical and complex task for 

any enterprise. The fact is that enterprise must have to use 

SOA but they are unable protect it from threats. This proposed 

model will overcome the drawbacks of existing security 

models. It is the first model consists of inbuilt security using 

PKI. This model provides better accuracy over other existing 

model such as data mining based model and automata based 

model. For future work SOA can be more flexible by using 

WS- Security along with web based secure SOA.  
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